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WICHITA STATE UNIVERSITY 

FACULTY SENATE 

AGENDA 

Room 126 CH 3:30 p.m. 

Meeting Notice: Monday, May 16, 1994 

Order of Business: 

I. Calling of the Meeting to Order 

II. Informal Statements and Proposals 

III. Approval of Minutes 

IV. Presidents Report 

V. Committee Reports 
Library Appeals (cherry attachment) 

VI. New Business 

Sexual Harassment Policy & Procedures -
report of Ad Hoc Committee (peach 

attachment) 

VII. As May Arise 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

James Clark, President 
Dwight Murphey, Vice President 
Gayle Davis, Secretary 
Joyce Cavarozzi, President-Elect 
Walter Horn, Elected by Senate 
Jolynne Campbell, Elected by Senate 
Sue Bair, Appt'd by Senate Pres. 

3220 
3219 
3358 
3541 
3410 
3147 
3340 

Box 78 
Box 88 
Box 82 
Box 53 
Box 44 
Box 43 
Box 16 
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I. Conunittee Membership 

REPORT TO THE FACULTY SENATE 
LIBRARY APPEALS COMMITTEE 

ANNUAL REPORT 1993-1994 

The members of the 1993-1994 Library Appeals Conunittee are as follows: 

Alvin Gregg (chair) 
Dwight D. Murphey 
Tina Bennett-Kastor 
Jbarna Chauduri 
Stephanie French 

II . Appeals SUrnmary 

English 
Finance, Real Estate, & Decision Sciences 
English 
Mechanical Engineering 
Student Representative 

The Library Appeals Committee heard appeals during three sessions 
held in the summer and fall of 1993 and spring of 1994. Thirty
five (35) appeals were hear. Nineteen (19) additional appeals were 
filed but were not heard by the conunittee. The accompanymg table 
includes those appeals cleared by the library or by the appellants 
prior to the conunittee hearings. 

Table 1 
Library Appeals 

FY 1993-1994 

SUMMER FALL SPRING TOTALS 

Appeals Upheld 0 0 2 2 

Appeals Denied 8 8 16 32 

Appeals Reduced 0 0 1 1 

Appeals Pending 0 0 0 0 

Cleared by Library 3 6 5 14 

Cleared by Appellant 1 1 5 7 

TOTAL 12 15 39 56 
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May 10, 1994 

TO : Members of the Faculty Senate 

FROM: Ad Hoc Committee on Sexual Harassment Procedures 

SUBJECT: Draft of Procedures (to complete policy adopted 
earlier) 

Attached are our recommendations for a procedure to be followed 
in all cases where a faculty member is accused of sexual 
harassment. The procedures have been designed with the following 
principles in mind: 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

4 . 

5 . 

6 . 

7 . 

8 . 

9. 

the accused party is presumed innocent until a proper 
inquiry determines otherwise. 

investigations or hearings should be conducted fairly 
and impartially 

faculty members have a right to have their professional 
conduct judged by their peers 

the university must be prepared to assist complainants 
without thereby compromising the impartiality of its 
investigations or hearings 

a mutually agreed resolution of the complaint is 
preferred to an imposed solution 

the university reserves the right to view some 
allegations as sufficiently severe to warrant dismissal 
proceedings independently of the complainant 

existing faculty rights (e.g., to be accompanied to 
meetings or discussions by a colleague) are not 
abrogated 

the procedure has a preference for resolving complaints 
along ordinary lines (e .g., initially within a 
department, where possible) 

which records shall be kept and for how long is 
specified; no other files or pseudo-files will be 
admitted as evidence in subsequent cases; both parties 
receive copies of a case report 

10. complaints not resolved informally or by ordinary 
administrative action are referred to the Grievance 
Procedure 

SPECIFIC NOTES: 

Section C-1: A final opportunity for the complainant to withdraw 
the complaint before it becomes official is provided. 

Section D-2 : In the interest of fairness, either party can have 
. one administrative officer substituted for another. 

Sec.tion D- 6: There is one round of administrative process 
provided for, with a right of appeal to the dean . The dean will 
review, but not retry the complaint. 
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Sections C-3, D- 5 , D- 6 : At each phase of the administrative 
process, a mechanism is provided that would mark a clear 
conclusion to the case, acknowledged by both parties. 

Section D-8 : We attempt to define in terms of procedure and 
evidence what constitutes "a pattern of misconduct." 
Unsubstantiated allegations, or previous conduct well in the 
past, will not be subsequently considered. 

Section D-10: A complainant may have assistance in preparing or 
developing a complaint, but if they employ the Affirmative Action 
Officer for this purpose, that officer is no longer regarded as 
am impartial agent. 

Se c tion D-13 : The draft provides explicitly that failure by 
administrators to conduct a fair and impartial inquiry makes them 
liable to sanctions or penalties for misconduct. 

Section E- 3 : In the event of a formal hearing, both parties may 
have assistance in preparing a case, and the university itself 
may choose the prosecute the case. 

Section E- 4 : In a modification of the Grievance Procedure, the 
findings of fact and assessment of responsibility by a hearing 
panel may not be altered by the administration except for just 
cause. The administration's authority to make discretionary 
amendments of sanctions or penalties is not affected . The aim 
here is to distinguish between judgement and penalty, the claim 
being that faculty have the right to be judged by their peers, 
but not necessarily the right to have their peers alone determine 
penalties . 
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PROCEDURES 

A. PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

1. In general, people should assume responsibility for 
dealing with the conflicts, misunderstandings, and grievances 
that arise from their interactions with other people in everyday 
life. This applies to perceived instances of sexual harassment 
and to other matters. It is always appropriate to inform a 
perceived harasser that his/her conduct is objectionable and to 
seek a mutual accommodation. 

2. Except where the following procedures provide for 
consultations, or permit parties to include advisors or 
colleagues in the process, all parties are obligated to protect 
the confidentiality of the proceedings. 

B. COUNSEL AND ADVICE 

1. Regardless of an individual's personal responsibility 
to deal with grievances directly and informally, this is not 
always practical in cases of perceived sexual harassment. The 
aggrieved party may fear retaliation from the perceived harasser. 
Further , the perceived harassment may be of such a nature that 
engaging in such conduct violates not only reasonable standards 
of personal conduct, but the standards of professional conduct 
that the univer sity expects and requires its professional 
employees to observe. 

2. An a ggrieved party may, therefore, seek counsel and 
advice from various campus offices , such as the Counseling 
Center, or from trusted individuals in order to clarify in their 
own mind the situation they find themselves in, or to explore 
various means availabl e for redressing their grievance. 

3. When seeking counsel and advice, persons should keep in 
mind that : 

a. managerial employees of the university, such as 
department chairpersons, office supervisors, deans, 
etc. may be required by law to report even informal 
complaints of sexual harassment that come to them, 
and 

b. managerial employees constrained in this way should 
so inform persons who come to them for counsel and 
advice, and direct them to such offices · as the 
Counseling Center, where informal, off-the-record 
discussions may be carried out . 

c . potential complainants should keep it in mind that 
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c. 

neither the Affirmative Action Officer nor other 
university officers are their advocates in 
developing or pursuing a complaint. While these 
officers are obligated to enforce university 
policy, they are also expected to protect the 
university's interests . 

INFORMAL PROCEDURE 

1. When any member of the university community or 
applicant for employment or admission believes, in good faith, 
that he or she may have been sexually harassed by a faculty 
member, they may bring a complaint to any appropriate member of 
the university community, including any academic or 
administrative officer such as a dean, supervisor, the office of 
student affairs, or department chair . Unless the complainant 
chooses to withdraw the complaint at the time of initial contact, 
the person contacted will refer the complaint either to the 
department chairperson of the faculty member accused in the 
complaint, or to the Affirmative Action Officer, as the 
complainant prefers. 

a. Persons wishing to make complaints should take note 
that timely reporting of a complaint will greatly 
facilitate any subsequent investigation . 

2. The chairperson or Affirmative Action Officer will 
interview the complainant and the accused faculty member, and 
seek to resolve the issues between them in a manner consistent 
with university policies and satisfactory to both parties. 

3. If a satisfactory resolution is achieved, a factual 
report of the complaint, the accused faculty member's response to 
it, and the basis of the complaint's resolution, will be prepared 
by the chairperson or Affirmative Action Officer and signed by 
both parties. The signature of the parties will signify that 
they accept the resolution of the complaint as stated in the 
report and that they agree to abide by its terms. 

4. Each party will receive a copy of the report. In 
addition, the report will be placed in the personnel or student 
files of both parties and will remain confidential under all 
circumstances within the university's control. In the absence of 
similar complaints in the five years following the date of the 
report, both copies of the report retained by the university will 
be destroyed. 

D. FORMAL ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 

1. If a complaint cannot be resolved under the informal 
procedure above, the chairperson or Affirmative Action Officer 
will conduct an inquiry into the misconduct alleged in the 
complaint and into any counter allegations that may have been 
made by the accused faculty member . The statements of the 
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parties, any witnesses to the alleged misconduct, and relevant 
documentary evidence will be reviewed. The chairperson or 
Affirmative Action Officer will make a determination as to the 
facts of the case, and will decide which,if any, sanctions or 
penalties are appropriate. 

2. At the request of either party, the Affirmative Action 
Officer may act in place of the chairperson. Either party may 
request that the Dean appoint an alternate officer. (see D.#11) 

3. The chairperson may consult the Affirmative Action 
Officer during his/her inquiry without violating confidentiality. 

4 . At the conclusion of his/her inquiry, the chairperson 
or Affirmative Action Officer will prepare a written report of 
the case reviewing the complaint, the response of the accused 
faculty member, and the testimony and evidence developed during 
the inquiry. The report will state the findings of the inquiry, 
and state which if any sanctions or penalties are warranted . 

5. If both parties accept the findings of the report, they 
will sign the report, signifying that they accept the resolution 
of the complaint as stated in the report, the sanction or 
penalties proposed, and agree to abide by the terms prescribed . 
If both parties sign the report, the inquiry is complete . 

6. Either party may appeal either the findings in the 
report or the recommended sanctions or penalties to the dean of 
the faculty member's college. After reviewing the case with the 
parties and the chairperson, the dean will either approve, 
disapprove, or amend the report. The dean's findings will be 
added to the previous report. If the parties now accept the 
report, they will sign it, indicating their agreement with the 
findings an their intention to abide by the terms. If both 
parties sign the report after a dean's review, the inquiry is 
complete . 

7. If a complaint is resolved through formal 
administrative action, each party will receive a copy of the 
report and the report will be placed in the personnel or student 
files of both parties . The university will protect the 
confidentiality of the report under all circumstances within its 
control, except that it may report the filing and resolution of a 
complaint, and imposition of sanctions or penalties without 
identifying the parties or their departmental or college 
affiliations. In the absence of similar complaints in the next 
five years, both copies of the report retained by the university 
will be destroyed . The fact that sanctions or penalties were 
imposed and agreed to will be retained permanently in the 
pe~sonnel record and may be reported to potential employers . 

8. The fact that, within the stated time periods, a 
faculty member agreed to adverse findings in a complaint of 
sexual harassment may be used as evidence of a pattern of 
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misconduct in a subsequent inquiry. However, a faculty member 
shall not be held accountable twice for the same misconduct if 
he/she had abided by the terms that resolved a previous 
complaint . Evidence of a pattern of misconduct may be used to 
justify more severe sanctions or penalties in a subsequent 
complaint . No claims of a pattern of misconduct will be allowed 
that are not substantiated by written reports signed by the 
faculty member, or by the findings of a formal hearing, or by 
direct testimony. 

9. In the case of a student complaint against a faculty 
member where the faculty member makes counter allegations against 
the student, and where the inquiry by the department chairperson 
or affirmative action officer finds merit in the faculty member's 
counter allegations, the allegation against the student will be 
referred to the Office of Student Affairs for disposition. In 
the case of a classified or unclassified professional employee's 
complaint against a faculty member where the faculty member makes 
counter allegations against the employee, and where the 
department chairperson or affirmative action officer finds merit 
in the faculty member's counter allegations, the allegations 
against the employee will be referred to the Office of Human 
Resources for disposition. 

10. A complainant may request the assistance of the 
Affirmative Action Officer in preparing a complaint, but if such 
assistance is provided, the Affirmative Action Officer may not 
conduct the inquiry without the consent of the accused faculty 
member, nor may the Affirmative Action Officer in such a case 
advise the chairperson, except in the presence of the accused 
faculty member, or a member of the university community 
designated for this purpose by the accused. 

11. In extraordinary circumstances, or in the interests of 
fairness, the dean of the college may designate someone other 
that the department chairperson to conduct a formal 
administrative inquiry. This person may be another chairperson, 
a faculty member, or an associate dean of the college . A person 
designated by the dean to act in this role must be approved by 
both parties. 

12 . A faculty member's right to be accompanied by a 
colleague of his/her choice at any meeting or discussion in the 
course of an inquiry shall not be abridged. 

13 . Failure to conduct an inquiry fairly and impartially, 
and to consider all relevant evidence offered by the parties, 
shall constitute professional misconduct by the chairperson, 
affirmative action officer, or other designated officer. 

14. If either party is unwilling to accept the findings of 
a formal administrative inquiry after they have been reviewed, 
amended, and/or approved by the dean of the college, they may 
require that a formal hearing be conducted. 
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E. FORMAL HEARING 

1. In the event that informal or formal administrative 
procedures fail to resolve a complaint, either party may require 
a formal hearing. 

2. Upon receiving a complaint alleging sexual harassment, 
the chairperson, affirmative action officer, or other person may 
refer the complaint to the dean of the accused faculty member's 
college and to the Vice President for Academic Affairs to 
determine whether the university should seek the faculty member's 
dismissal for cause. If the Vice President for Academic Affairs 
determines that this is the appropriate action, the complaint 
will be referred to the dismissal for cause process for 
disposition. Should the informal hearing provided for in that 
procedure find that sufficient cause to seek dismissal does not 
exist, the complaint will be referred back to the formal 
administrative procedure above for disposition in accordance with 
this procedure . 

3 . When a case is appealed to a formal hearing because one 
or both parties is unwilling a accept the findings of the formal 
administrative procedure, the case will be heard by a panel 
convened under the procedures of the Faculty Grievance process. 
At the complainant's request, or if the dean of the college so 
determines, the complaint will be presented and argued at the 
hearing by the department chairperson, the affirmative action 
officer, or another designated administrative officer. The 
complainant must appear as a party to the case, and must give 
testimony, failing to do this, the case will be dismissed . Both 
complainant and accused may be assisted during the hearing by a 
member of the university community of their own choosing . 

4. As provided for in the Grievance Procedure, the 
findings of the hearing panel will be reviewed by the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs and the President. In order to 
set aside the findings of fact developed in the hearing or to 
assess responsibility differently, the Vice President and/or 
President must show just cause. If additional information or 
evidence has come to the Vice President or President's attention, 
the hearing panel must be reconvened to hear it and consider 
whether a revision of their findings and recommendations are 
justified. 

5. Neither findings of fact, assessments of 
responsibility, nor sanctions or penalties recommended or imposed 
after a formal hearing require the approval or agreement of 
either party involved in the complaint. 

6. The final report of the hearing panel, and a record of 
the final decision by the President regarding the complaint will 
be provided to each party and placed in the personnel or student 
files of both parties. This report will be disposed of as 
provided for in section D, #7 above. 
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To the Senate 
From: Dwight Murphey 

THOUGHTS ON THE MAY 16, 1994, SEXUAL HARASSMENT PROPOSAL : 

Rationale: The procedure that has emerged from the Ad Hoc 
Committee differs radically from each of the three proposals the 
Senate has considered during the past year and a half , in that it 
envisions two levels of administrative hearing and determination 
before the matter is brought before a hearing panel for judgment 
by the faculty member ' s peers . Only Sen. Larry Davis ' proposal 
contemplated an administrative determination prior to a hearing 
by peers . 

If the proposal is to be approved at this time, there are several 
matters that need to be considered about it for possible 
amendment. 

Preferable : To postpone the matter of sexual ha rassment, to be 
considered by the 1994-5 Faculty Senate . 

Second best: 
Administrative 

To strike 
Procedure. " 

the entire section 
Supplemental to that: 

no. 

To re- letter the following section from E to D. 

Formal 

To change the first paragraph of the present section E to 
read: " In the event tha t the informal procedure fails to 
arrive at a resolution o f the controversy agreed upon by 
the complainant, the accused faculty member, and either 
the chairperson or the Affirmative Action Officer, any of 
those just listed may require a formal hearing." 

Specific items relative to the Ad Hoc Committee ' s proposal: 

1 . I have not spotted where the document, either in the 
Introductory section or the Procedures section, addresses the 
matters of burden of proof and of the need for " clear and 
convincing evidence . " The first numbered paragraph of the 
exp l anatory memo that precedes today's Procedures section refers 
to a presumption of innocence, but I don ' t see where that appears 
in the document. Perhaps it can be pointed out. 

2. It seems to me vital that we re-open our consideration of the 
definition of sexual harassment that appears at the bottom of 
page 3 of the Introduction . It's very important that the 
definition say " ... or other verbal or physical conduct of ~ 
sexual . nature which unreasonably interferes .... " 

3. The paragraph on "appropriate penalties" from the Bereman
Gayle Davis-Murphey draft is well worth adding, to stress that 
cases of sexual harassment differ widely in seriousness . 
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'l'o: 

l'roma 

Datea 

RB: 

Prem Bajaj 

Barbara~ 

May 12, 1994 

Wichita State University 

Memorandum 

Sexual Harassment Complaints 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------
I haven't forgotten your request concerning the number of sexual 
harassment complaints we have had at WSU; it has just taken me 
awhile to get to itl 

Since WSU currently does not have a policy or procedures for 
reporting sexual harassment complaints I have no way of knowing 
exactly how many we have had. The following breakdown is compiled 
from information provided by Marlise McCammon, Director of Employee 
Relations, Dr. Vicky Triponey, Associate Dean of Student Life and 
services, and my office. over the past two years, the following 
sexual harassment complaints, by type, have been filed with our 
offices: 

Student complaints against faculty: 9 

Student complaints against staff: 5 

Staff complaints agai nst faculty: 3 

Staff complaints against staff: 1 

Faculty compla ints against faculty: 2 

We know there are more complaints than those listed above as many 
are resolved at the departmental level before they become formal 
complaints in our offices. I encourage the Faculty senate to 
consider policy and procedures that provide for early resolution at 
the_ departmental level; obviously, this is the best way for 
complaints of any kind to be resolved. 

I hope this information will be of some use to you and the senate 
as you deliberate the sexual harassment policy on Monday . 
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·FACULTY SENATE 

The Wichita State. University 

Minutes of the Meeting of May 16. 1994 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Allen, Bair, Bajaj, Benson, Brady, Burk, Campbell, 
Carroll , · cavarozzi, Chopra, Ciboski, Clark, Daugherty, L . Davis, 
Desilva, Duell, Flentje, Gythiel, Hawley, Hay, Horn, Houts, Hoyer, 
Hundley, Kelly, Koppenhaver, Kraft, Lancaster, Mandt, Matson~ 
Merriman , Murphey, Sharp, Thomson, Wahlbeck, Williamson, Yeager, 
Zandler 

MEMBERS ABSENT: Chambers. Combs. G. Davis. Drei fort. Furtwengl er . Greywa 11 . 
Hanrahan. Hughes. Kuchment. Lansi ng . May. Parkhurst . Paske. Pitetti . Romig. 
Shanahan. · Terrell . Teshome 

GUESTS: Schommer, M. Vincent 

Summary of Action Taken: 

1 . Passed the Procedural section of the Sexual Harassment 
Policy . 

.I. The meeting was called to order by President Clark at 3: 00 
p.m. 

II. iiNFORMAL STATEMENTS AND PROPOSALS: 
Senator Murphey mentioned' that athletics shouldn't be 

elevated higher than academics, but the thought of Coach Gene 
Stephenson leaving the WSU Baseball program should be given high 
priority by the University. WSU has an excellent program which 
i s an asset to the Univers i ty and it should be maintained, which 
means retaining Coach Stephenson. 

I II. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES: 
The minutes of the 4-25 - 94 meeting were approved as 

distributed. 

IV . PRESIDENTS REPORT : None 

V. COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
Senator Hoyer moved acceptance of the Library Appeals 

Committee report. No senator requested that the committee chair 
be invited to discuss the report. 

Senator Cavarozzi, reporting for the Rules Committee, 
suggested that the following individuals be appointed to the 
following committees : ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: Tina Bennett-Kastor, 
Douglas Sharp, Jane Rhoads; COURT OF ACADEMIC APPEALS : Prem 



Bajaj; EXC,~!'TIONS: Wes lex. .Fai.rE:_B ,1 :Jolyz:,_ne Campbell (Alt) ; FACULTY 
AFFAIRtr: J,ean Lansing_; _F~C[fLTY.. $.I]}?PORX:: Ro}?ert Lawless, Sam 
Yeage'r , 2- a. -C. Comps·; HONORS/ 'Pau'.f . 'W:f~b~Ji:, LI;_/3~Y': Janice Riordan; 
RULES,: .g1nfef Hoy~r{ :s_cHp~Slf.FP'? j.ND p/ft;.!f?~W'· ~Iq;J~ Maµ_;;r-e7n Ho~g ' 

; ~awan Ka-hoH UNIVER$ITY -cf)J?Rtf;UIJ.UM.: J?-ia~~-~- ,Q1;1aat.ia.c, David Eric son, 
.: .=: . ., ·r La-aune~~~>Eagl~~:tfe'.f d; ., ~}~na~ c"?ch;!y1:. ~·-~en9 t~.:.-~V?J.rozzi also 

~. :· ·· report:ed'• that" i;.ne n11:t1~s ... f@.~ . :9.9me ~ftrpm.. the . c;;pmf!la..tt~e preferenc e ,.~ 
· 'er:.' ,.:,form~ ~ . ~~1i~t°!"\ ~i11~~tnS5>J:1 ;.qipve?.~ -~or:: a,S~r.Pt?l}~~~or the Rules 

• : I ..... : :~~~m:t'::~e:~~EP.?./~er~n~~-:c, / 'r~~ P1~.t~OJt '.)Pa~~~G\~-~=: - !-.~. :; , . 
., .. , .,. \.: •:"· .. ,,I ~ •- .. 'll~f:.• • ~~ ~~ ~t; I-•.,;• "'t ..... ·~ , '( ·:~17:t ~:·• _:i~•\'. ':.t;: "--~~~ . 

•• ,CT. . VI ... R.Dn BUSin.sr.Si:i. . . - r ••. ' '.(' .. '; .,.,,. '\' ,,1........... ..... . 
· ' ;:..:.:. J. ' ';'f-;L, ··S~ria€0ft <:.t1an~f:'ptes~nt~d .. tl+e, .. f.~Pq~~ :;t;~m.:t:ne A~ .. li9c Committee 
:·.__ .::,r .. ,:::· . -~~s{fOns-ible f~ .1~c!~·t±tii t:~e ~9_~X~~~ ~~.;~§·~mt;nt.~l~y:: He 

·7·:,-:- ~.: : .• :ment.i:o~ed ,:th~t' ·9ie :~P.r9"9~gm;al -4~~1?.i~ .~ .J:b.~:J;>QJ.io.y: re.fleets . 
~-: · ·J>re:vi~-~~s. di:.~.c]:1,s'~±.9p.:~ 9~; 1t)i~,· .. s1!1~S~-a.~~ ~~~Jr~· ~~~o-~··Hundley 

( 

. ·{..£.or, p~v1.d~ "a :~):qw·. qlJ'..a.rt .. deq1@11,~~;.J.._l!9." ··.~--s1:.-~0rflP'lrau.nt would be 
-:' h:cinaaea -~-"- s~·~o~.)?.a:v.:i)f '~e~t"ic5Ji~t i'lfi ~ :·f~~~t!i_ye··:~ction 

.Of fie-a- 'ot' r:ctie·i~hair . 9-ecide the ~~Jt,W.:t-@§J~ .. iif. ~re ,is any 
:~ .. disti-nct(io~~ 'b~.fy~'e.~ 'ie"h.urei.i:):triq~!Big~t~-0.ft~a.~~lt.y~ .: ·President 

r· Clark ... saTd' tliijf '1policy w~~ra· ori.L:Y\ eP.PJ.Y.:.-rt:P., .:.t,~~e.d;~cul ty as 
., does -'t.-he'"-Dismissal_ fcsr; CGlUS~~ :Pol"icyu~·-.fr~>~~~-Qr.:-~imd.1;. . sa:id the 

. ·per~ns" m~'Jsin5r ~he.:· .. 9-ecisifn wheSrl1e·I:;;~eF@::Jlst~~~· mis.cpnduc t, 
\:::need 1 to-he;~respon~\pl~ · foJ? de.t·e.PP.~IJ.i.w,g.iJ th!: s 9~~~io.rualso. 

.. . ,Senator Mu-rplle¥ . <;I}lf:9.t ·i~p_ed why·· t:1iei.~8 .9JN?J~·int_·li~ . ·to-; :E,:>~ocess 
·- . t ·hrougfi -: tp.e :~1j:~it~·a:z;i9,; t~~ Re~_;i -~~.£9r~.::,.'!f~4-J.l~Li~ej}~ by. .. a _pt;1nel of 

':mes:. pe~rs ~ ~ . Senat'?r:._.~~dt r·r~~1.=:7e.-. .. t~e-;.1 ~~~;qa99r:, :>f :}a .. -eh~irperson 
18 to d7a!'" with alleg~t;J;Oi;S 6f.:· ~·iss~q1:fC~ :~;!}i:~~e;:t7~de~artment and 
by keeping the complaint in the ·d~P.artm~n~,. i~ ~possibl~, keeps our 
peers involved. Senator Carroll quest~.qn~d - :i..~ r tb~ -d~partment 
chair represents the faculty or the ._administrat.:!,on and if this 
procedure would be ~art 9f 2t1:E;: d.~c\f~Jrm.t: (:'(i:!li~.~§_ ,handbook if 
there is such a book. ··. Senator Mandt · said tYiey do perform dual 
roles and the intent of the document is that the,y. will act as an 
impartial and fair-minded inquire~, however, either party may 
require another person be appointed if they feel ·the chair cannot 
act in this manner . - · 

Senator Hoyer mentioned that the Senate had_ had problems in 
past drafts with the Affirmative Action Officer being involved in 
so many levels of the process,i.e. investigation, mediation and 
providing sanctions. Senator Mandt said that the AAO is only an 
option and when/or if the AAO becomes involved, ; then the AAO is 
removed as an option in further act~on. The University needs to 
provide someone to be of assistance to persons _filing a complaint 
and it has been the AAO in the past_. 

Senator Murphey moved to remove Section D, · to re-letter 
section E -.to D and the new Section D, #1 would read "In the event 
that the informal procedure fails to arrive at a resolution of 
the controversy agreed upon by the complainant, the accused 
faculty member, and either the chairperson ·or the Affirmative 
Action Officer, any of the those just list~d may require a formal 
hearing. 11 : The motion was secortded by Senator Carroll. Senator 
Mandt mentioned that the informal mediation would probably not 
result in resolution, and therefore most cas.es . would go to a 
formal hearing and felt there should be some place for resolution 
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short of a formal hearing. Senator Murphey replied that the 
Senate had always felt informal mediation needed to be followed 
by faculty peer evaluation. and $aid that the informal mediation 
process was to be an in depth investigation. Senator L.Davis 
call the previous question . The motion passed. Senator Murphey's 
motion passed 21 Yes, 14 No. 

Senator Bajaj presented a report of the number of sexual 
harassment .complaints that have been presented to· wsu. 

Senator Murphey presented a wording change £or paragraph 1 
of the Definition and suggested "of a sexual ~ture" be inserted 
after the words "physical conduct 1' . Senators t. Davis and, Matson 
said that a hostile environment may not always be of · a sexual 
natu+e. senator Daugherty mentioned that t.he document already 
states this in paragraph 1. Senator Mandt said item 4 of 
paragraph 3, Definition., also answers this concern. Senator 
Murphy requested clarification from Senator ~andt as to if the 
document protects academic freedom. senator Mandt said this is 
addressed in the Responsibilities section, number 5 . 

Senator H6yer moved to replace Procedures Section A~ number 
2, with the old Secticn 0, number 12. and add w; all partie·s are 
obligated to protect the confidentiality of the proceedings." 
The motion was seconded by Senator Carroll. Senator Mandt 
requested a point of information regarding if the interpretation 
was to for~id an administrator from consulting with another 
administrator , Pr-eside-nt Clark said the confi.dentially was the 
only requirement . The motion passed unanimou·sly. 

Senator Carroll suggested an editorial change on B.#3 . , 
rega rding who or where off-the-record counseling and/or advice 
could be .obtained . Senator Williamson suggested a frien·dly 
amendment to the same section in replacing the word ·i.may 11 with 
11 are". Senator Cavarozzi requested that the senate vote .. on this 
document and moved the question . The motion passed. 
The vote on the document was 23" to approve, 9 disapprove . 

vn. AS MAY ARISE 
Senator Cavarozzi raised a concern ·regarding the 

reallocation of faculty lines into administrative offices with no 
attention being paid to either program review or academi.c needs. 
President Clark said that tentative reallocations were for five 
academic positions, ·3 from LAS, 1-2 from Education ·and 0--1 from 
Business. These will be going to 1 Art ·Historian, 1 to Hugo Wall 
director to bring that position back to a faculty position, 2 to 
Computer Center and 1 to Health Professions. There is also 
reallocation in the Administration. Senator Merriman clarified 
that the new Art Historian position isn't actually a new 
position, it is ' enabling them to fill a position that had been 
put into shrinkage, and needs to be filled because of the general 
education program requirements. Senator Murphey mentioned that 
at Northern Arizona, President Hughes was known to centralize all 
vacant positions, and return them if the department hired 
minority or women and therefore he maintained policies on 
affirmative action. President Clark said President Hughes had 
begun a policy of centalizing vacancies at WSU over a year ago. 
He reallocated them out on request if the department proved need, 
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